A CRITICAL REEVALUATION
In recent months the news about captive animals has seemed unifonnly awful. In February two endangered Corbetti tigers were
shipped from Malaysia to the San Diego Zoo in crates partially
wrapped in stretch plastic. Upon arrival one was dead. Hannibal, a
captive African elephant, died in March while awaiting shipment
from the Los Angeles Zoo to the Mexico City Zoo. Lota the elephant was brutally handled during her move from the Milwaukee County Zoo to Hawthorn
Corporation, where she is being trained for the circus. The HSUS and the World Wildlife
Fund are suing the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to keep endangered pandas out of the
Columbus (Ohio) Zoo. These incidents, and hundreds of others, have prompted The
HSUS to make a critical reevaluation of our policy on zoos.
In 1975 The HSUS took its first policy position on zoos. At that time the board
of directors concluded that The HSUS was neither for nor against zoos but pledged the
organization to work against roadside menageries and other zoos that could not improve. The board pledged HSUS support for endangered-species breeding
programs and educational programs of quality in zoos.
In September 1984 the board of directors noted in revising HSUS policy that animals should not be taken from
the wild for public display in zoos and that zoos, to a considerable extent, cause "abuse, neglect, suffering, and death of animals." Although the board reiterated its support for endangered-species breeding
and meaningful education in zoos, it recognized that conditions in few zoos approached a satisfactory standard. The board again pledged The HSUS to "work with those zoological parks
and other zoos desiring to improve and having the capability to do so" but committed us to
the "eradication" of zoos that will not or cannot improve.
For The HSUS in 1992, those words, together with our experience, are key elements in a
reexamination of zoos, initiated by HSUS President Paul G. Irwin, that focuses on the
rhetoric and reality of zoos in America.
Zoos are supposed to be addressing several critical issues. First of these is preservation of
endangered species. Zoos proclaim that they are the key to endangered species' survival and
conservation, but this claim is more illusion than reality. Of the more than 900 endangered
species worldwide, only 13 have been bred in zoos for return to the wild. For most zoos the
breeding of captive animals produces surplus animals to be disposed of, and is apparently
Above and opposite: primates reach out for understanding; we cannot teach compassionate action
on behalf of animals or their habitats by imprisoning exotic animals in zoos.
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Moreover, the position of the American only as we recognize that most zoos canclaim. How can a zoo claim to deliver Association of Zoological Parks and not and will not improve significantly
worthwhile education when most zoologi- Aquaria (AAZPA) in this debate is worri- enough to meet the legitimate needs a/ancal exhibits demonstrate that human be- some. The AAZPA is the professional or- imals. The need to improve is too great
ings can force any animal to live in de- ganization representing zoos and aq uaria and the money is too littl e. It is not just
prived, decrepit conditions? If e lephants that presumably are the best such institu- zoo cages that are inadequate; it is the reare housed in sterile, grass-free exhibits in tions in the Uni ted States. Each time The ality of today 's zoos as places where we
which they can barely walk around, does HSUS criticizes zoos, the AAZPA cries, permit animals to be incarcerated for our
even superb educational material provided "Foul ! Our AAZPA zoos are better than recreation and enjoyment.
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ing educational experience for either chil- ter than others, a ll zoos in our experience be made. In place of zoos, the ir grounds
dren or adults, particularly if what is being have facilities and procedures that subject should become parks where environmental
claimed is an ecological education that some animals to cruel, demeaning, or in- education can take place, education that
teaches the value of ecosystems.
humane treatment. If some zoos are better does not depend on the attraction of capIn particular contrast to the superficial than others, let them stand on the merits of tive, miserably maintained animals. At the
educational message of primarily recre- their treatment of anima ls and the policies national level, we should establish six to
ational zoos is the growing sophistication they enforce.
twelve regional bioparks where meaningand quality of wildlife-oriented videos and
Getting zoos to " do it right"-even ful educational material is avai Iable and
specials on public television and else- monitoring what zoos are doing- is nearly where native wildlife can be studied and
where. One of the most gratifying devel- impossible. There is a conspiracy of si- appreciated in the ir natural habitat. These
opments at The HSUS, from my perspec- lence among zoos that leads directly to ac- parks must be large enough to have natural
tive, is how the public and our members ceptance of lowest-common-denominator populations of native animals, whose visihave grown in their understanding of and conditions. For example, The HSUS has tors can and do understand the interaction
sensitivity to the plight of zoo animals and been very concerned about the production of animal s and their habitats, and utilize
the real message of most exhibits. The and disposition of surplus or excess ani- educational material emphasizing natural
publi c is more and more troubled by the mals in zoos. Yet zoos refuse to make their ecologica l processes and animal appreciainherent conflicts in the zoo message. The publi shed inventory of surplus animals tion and understanding. This should be the
HS S shares that view. We cam1ot teach available for our review. The large, better wave of the future for a more harmonious
compassionate eco logica l action on behalf zoos virtually never criticize even the most existence between wildlife and people. •
of animal s or their habita ts by impri soning despicable roadside menageries in this
magnificent anima ls fro m fore ign lands.
country. despite the fa ct that such roadside John W Grandy, Ph.D. , is HSUS vice preszoos ··gi\·e all zoos a bad name."
The two don 't equate.
ident, Wildlife and Habitat Protection.
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